“Marrying Modern Progress with Treasured Antiquity”: Jerusalem City Plans during the British Mandate, 1917—1948

INBAL BEN-ASHER GITLER

British Mandatory schemes for developing Jerusalem have seldom been examined in the context of theories of colonial urban planning. In this article I show that the British approach to designing new urban schemes for Jerusalem deviated from the norms and concepts implemented in colonial cities. I examine three official British Mandatory publications that presented comprehensive urban programs for Jerusalem, comparing them to aspects of colonial city planning. Consequently, I interpret the plans as a renegotiation of Jerusalem’s contested space, a renegotiation that erased controversy and subtly promoted an image of British supremacy.

Palestine for most of us was an emotion rather than a reality.
— C.R. Ashbee, 1923

On December 9, 1917, British forces conquered Jerusalem, ending four hundred years of Ottoman rule in the city. The British immediately initiated a long-term urban planning project with two distinctive goals: preserving the walled Holy City’s historic sites, which hold immense religious significance for Judaism, Christianity and Islam; and transforming Jerusalem into a modern city.

This article deals with the urban schemes devised during the thirty years of the British Mandate in Palestine, concentrating on the 1922 plan formulated by Charles Robert Ashbee (1863–1942) and the 1944 plan by Henry Kendall (b. 1903). Ashbee served as Civic Adviser between 1918–1922, during the years of British military administration in Palestine and shortly after the beginning of the Mandate. Kendall served as Government Town Planner in Palestine from 1935 until 1948, the year Britain’s Palestine Mandate ended. The plans discussed here form an integral part of three official British publications dealing with various aspects of town planning in Jerusalem. These are Jerusalem 1918–1920: Being the Records...
of the Pro-Jerusalem Council during the Period of the British Military Administration, published in 1921; Jerusalem 1920–1922: Being the Records of the Pro-Jerusalem Council during the First Two Years of the Civil Administration, published in 1924; and Jerusalem: The City Plan, Preservation and Development during the British Mandate 1918–1948, by Henry Kendall, published in 1948. The fact that no less than three extensive and lavishly illustrated publications dedicated to British town plans for Jerusalem were put forth during those years attests to the importance the British placed on caring for Jerusalem and developing it.

Although these plans have been reviewed in geographical/urban histories of Jerusalem, much has yet to be revealed about their meaning and their relationship to the cultural and political complexities of the period. In this article I explore the British approach to urban planning in Jerusalem as reflected in these official publications.

Recent studies of the British enterprise with regard to the built environment of Jerusalem have taken for granted that the colonial conditions existing in other cities of the British Empire can be transcribed to Palestine. For example, although Fuchs and Herbert acknowledged that Palestine was “not defined as a colony,” they entitled their work “A Colonial Portrait of Jerusalem.” Emphasizing that Palestine was “administered by the colonial office,” they defined the Mandate-era architecture of Charles Robert Ashbee, Austen St. Barb Harrison, and Clifford Holliday as “colonial regionalism.” Likewise, in a dissertation entitled “British Planners in Palestine, 1918–1936,” which provides a comprehensive study of urban plans for many of the cities developed in Palestine during the Mandate, Hyman stated there is “an a-priori case for considering Palestine within the colonial planning context.” Yet, though he questioned the appropriateness of applying the term “colonial urban planning” to Mandate-era Palestine, he did not pursue the question in any depth.

As noted by Hyman, a thorough methodological comparison between Jerusalem and cities in other British colonies — or even colonies of other European powers, such as France — would be required to fully understand the distinction. In this article, I do not attempt such a detailed comparison. Rather, I present a more conceptual analysis of official British plans for Jerusalem in relation to contemporary research on colonial urbanism. In this respect, it is important to see the mandate system as a hybrid form of foreign rule, historically parallel to emerging processes of decolonization. And consequently, I suggest that, rather than using the term “colonial” to discuss the British urban plans for Jerusalem, it would be more accurate to use the term “mandatory.”

EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY JERUSALEM

Jerusalem is situated on a plateau in the midst of a mountain region, about 800 meters (2600 ft.) above sea level. Its topography is characterized by rocky hills. In the heyday of Ottoman rule, from the mid-1800s, it experienced rapid growth in population. The layout of Jerusalem’s walled Old City resembled the casbahs of other Middle Eastern cities, with densely built neighborhoods and narrow streets. But at the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth, new residential neighborhoods and areas of commerce were constructed outside its ancient walls. These developments were comparable to contemporary transformations of Damascus, Cairo and Baghdad. Yet, unlike these other cities, Jerusalem had a unique socio-cultural makeup, stemming from its function as the center for the three monotheistic religions. This led to a historic division of the Old City into four quarters: Jewish, Christian, Armenian (Christian), and Muslim. Three prominent historical holy sites dictated the quarters’ locations: the Muslim quarter was adjacent to the Dome of the Rock and the Haram; the Christian and Armenian quarters developed around the Holy Sepulchre; and the Jewish quarter lay near the Wailing Wall.

Within this overall division of the city according to religion, there existed a further sectionalization of urban space according to subculture — such as in the Christian community between Arabs, Greek Orthodox, Catholics, and numerous monastic orders. Among the Muslim population, sectional division usually accorded to family and clan ties. The Jewish population was divided into Sephardic, Ashkenazi, and other groups. At the time of the British Mandate, Jews comprised the majority of Jerusalem’s population. After World War I, Zionist Jews immigrating from Europe quickly became the major and most influential group in the city. They were perceived as a threat by the Arab population because of their aspiration to make Palestine a national home for the Jews. Orthodox Jews likewise perceived the Zionists, with their secular European culture, as a threat.

Similar to the sectional structure of the Old City, new neighborhoods outside Jerusalem’s walls for the most part developed according to existing patterns of religious and subcultural affiliation. Thus, the multicultural and multireligious character of the city deeply affected its existing urban layout and architecture at the beginning of the Mandate period.

The final decades of Ottoman rule were also characterized by a growing European presence in the city, manifest in grand architectural projects for churches, hospitals, missions and consulates. The European powers saw their presence in the city as involving more than just a religious mission, and their efforts to establish a political presence led to competition for the best plots of land and ever more ostentatious displays of architecture. In discussing British building projects of the period in Jerusalem, Mark Crinson has used the terms “surrogate colonialism” and “informal imperialism,” which are apt descriptors of this phenomenon in general.
BRITISH URBAN PLANNING IN JERUSALEM: EARLY INITIATIVES

For the British Empire, whose armies conquered Palestine during the final stages of World War I, control of Jerusalem was part of a “package deal” involving the postwar dissection of the remains of the Ottoman Empire. The British both aspired to retain a hold on Palestine for strategic considerations and coveted Jerusalem for its religious significance. Among other things, this meant “preservation and advancement of the interests of Jerusalem, its implementation and funding. The society’s declared goal was the advising him on urban development matters.” Named the Pro-Jerusalem Society, its function was to partake in decisions pertaining to city planning, and to some extent assist with their operations and town development, keeping in view the architectural traditions of Jerusalem and the importance of preserving its historic monuments.

To the British, the Old City was above all a space of religious practice and historical significance, and they viewed their charge as being to enhance preservation within its walls, while promoting development of a modern city outside them. However, as long as Jerusalem was under military administration, and as long as Britain’s hold on Palestine was unrecognized, some form of administrative method was needed to implement such urban plans. Thus, in 1918 Storrs established a society, or council, to advise on urban development matters. Named the Pro-Jerusalem Society, its function was to partake in decisions pertaining to city planning, and to some extent assist with their implementation and funding. The society’s declared goal was the “preservation and advancement of the interests of Jerusalem, its district and inhabitants. . . .” Among other things, this meant preserving antiquities, developing modern urban cultural functions such as museums, libraries, theaters, etc., and fostering the education and welfare of the city’s inhabitants.

The society was comprised of representatives of most of the religious sects and national groups in the city, as well as archaeologists, historians and architects. In his memoirs, an optimistic Storrs supplied a long list of the society’s participants:

I was able to assemble together round one table the Mayor of Jerusalem, the British Director of Antiquities, the Mufti, the Chief Rabbi, the Presidents of the Italian Franciscans and the French Dominicans, the Orthodox, the Armenian and the Latin Patriarchs, the Presidents of the Jewish Community, the Anglican Bishop, the Chairman of the Zionist Commission, the Dominican Fathers Abel and Vincent, Capitano Paribene (with the Distaccamento and afterwards Italian Minister of Fine Arts), with other leading members of the British, Arab, Jewish and American communities.

It was ultimately the multicultural character of the city that prompted the British to seek the cooperation of this diverse assemblage of clerics and representatives of countries and ethnic groups — some of whom had been Britain’s allies during World War I, and could not be ignored. But the establishment of the Pro-Jerusalem society also anticipated an important characteristic of British Mandate-era rule: a commitment to creating a democratic, unifying body with the active participation of the local population. However, while the Pro-Jerusalem Society declared its commitment to including the local population in its activities, its members still regarded Jerusalem’s inhabitants as having “much to learn yet in the elementary duties of citizenship,” as Ashbee put it. And the publications discussed here indicate that mostly British development ideas were implemented.

Ultimately, the society was active until 1926, although its influence and activism diminished after Britain’s Mandate over Palestine went into effect in 1922. The society published two out of the three books discussed here: Jerusalem 1918–1920 and Jerusalem 1920–1922, both edited by C.R. Ashbee. These constituted the records of the society’s activities, which included archaeological and architectural preservation and presentation of Ashbee’s town planning schemes. The two volumes are impressive in their wealth of maps and photographs. The maps include plans for the development of the entire city as well as programs for individual neighborhoods.

THE PLANS OF WILLIAM MCLEAN AND PATRICK GEDDES

Among other things, Jerusalem 1918–1920 presented the first two comprehensive plans for developing the city. These were commissioned from William Hannah Mclean and Patrick Geddes, consecutively, and formed the basis for later schemes.

Engineer William Hannah Mclean (1877–1967) formulated the first British plan for Jerusalem in 1918 (fig. 1). One of its most important features was the encirclement of the Old...
City with two belts. One (indicated by a brown line) designated an area where, in accordance with Storr’s regulations, “no new buildings [are] to be permitted.”\(^2^4\) In the plan’s legend, Mclean specified that this area was to be left “in its natural state.”\(^2^5\) The second belt, located between the brown line and a dotted line, indicated an area for special planning, where building would be allowed under special permission. Among other things, the belts dictated that new urban development should primarily take place to the west and north of the Old City. Such development was envisioned to include a British Governorate complex (to the north of the Old City, near the Notre Dame de France Hospice), and to the west as a grand axis, linking what is referred to on the map as “public buildings” with sites for two memorials. In the area designated for modern development, a grid of streets was imposed upon the city.

Having arrived from Egypt, Mclean was familiar with the urban development of Cairo during the colonial period.\(^2^6\) He had also planned an extension of an earlier British plan for Khartoum, the capital of Sudan, in 1912.\(^2^7\) Hyman believes the grid structure of the streets in the Jerusalem plan was derivative of Mclean’s earlier plan for Khartoum.\(^2^8\) Meanwhile, the new grand axis of monuments planned for the city may have been inspired by plans for New Delhi, the new capital of the British Raj in India.\(^2^9\) The 1913 plan for that city, by George S.C. Swinton, John A. Brodie, and Edwin L. Luytens, featured a similar central axis, with the Government House at one edge, a plaza with a commemorative column, and other buildings and memorials along a central axis (\textbf{Fig. 2}).\(^3^0\)


The similarities in the schemes for New Delhi and Jerusalem indicate that Mclean’s attitude toward the planning of Jerusalem was a colonial one, regarding the city as a future capital in the British Empire. Mclean’s scheme manifested, to both the local population and competing European powers, that the empire was capable not only of plotting the course of Jerusalem’s future development, but of negotiating a new physical space for colonial architecture in the city. Of course, it would be simplistic to define British policy in the Middle East during this period as colonial. Yet it is equally important to stress that, while World War I presented Britain with new realities in the international arena, retaining control of Palestine was one of its top strategic goals. Mclean’s far-reaching and comprehensive street plan, calling out the location of new monuments and government institutions, was certainly the reification of a policy of long-term domination.

One year after Mclean’s proposal, Sir Patrick Geddes (1854–1932) presented a new plan for the city (fig. 3). The famous Scottish sociologist and town planner had traveled to Palestine in 1919 to design a future Hebrew University on behalf of the Zionist Commission. But Storrs also asked Geddes to comment on Mclean’s plan, which had been exhibited in 1919 at the Royal Academy in London and criticized as inappropriate to the region’s hilly topography. Geddes had acquired experience in colonial town planning during his sojourn in India, and used this to emphasize preservation of the Old City and prevention of its overcrowding. Preservation of the Old City also accorded with Geddes’s philosophy of “conservative surgery” — his attempt to widen the scope of conservation from individual buildings to the entire historical city. In India, this notion had led Geddes to advocate greater respect for local culture as an alternative to the typical colonial practice of planning new city quarters based on grids of streets. Mclean’s plan had combined preservation of the Old City with a grid plan outside the walls. By comparison, Geddes’s plan was more fluid and included a clearly defined park or greenbelt encircling the Old City, an enhancement of Mclean’s “natural” zone. This greenbelt narrowed toward the west where urban development outside the walls was already prominent, and extended widely to the northeast and southeast. Geddes’s plan also emphasized the role of future beltways. These would connect new suburbs with the core of the Old City, substituting for the rigid grid of streets presented by Mclean. In sum, what Geddes presented for the city was a modern scheme of up-to-date Western town-planning ideas. However, because it relinquished the grand axis of monuments, its representation of British power was understated in comparison to Mclean’s.

A CITY OF THE MIND: CHARLES ROBERT ASHBEE

Charles Robert Ashbee’s plan for Jerusalem was presented in 1922 (fig. 4). Ashbee, a central figure in Britain’s second-generation Arts and Crafts Movement, was summoned to Jerusalem by Storrs in the spring of 1918 to survey the extant crafts in Jerusalem and advise on town planning. To fulfill these duties, he held the post of “Civic Adviser” until 1922. He also served as secretary and chief coordinator of the Pro-Jerusalem Society.

Ashbee regarded Jerusalem as a “city of the mind.” By this he meant a spiritual place, a place dedicated to culture and religion. Initially, Ashbee shared the optimism of many of his countrymen that Palestine could become a bi-national Jewish-Arab entity under British guidance. However, like many British administrators, he later became disillusioned, as the Arab-Zionist conflict escalated.

Its reception of the Mandate in 1922 meant the British Empire would serve as a trustee in Palestine, accountable to the League of Nations. However, the terms of the Mandate contained a basic contradiction between a commitment to establish a “National Home” for the Jews in Palestine and a pledge to protect Arab land rights there.

Its reception of the Mandate in 1922 meant the British Empire would serve as a trustee in Palestine, accountable to the League of Nations. However, the terms of the Mandate contained a basic contradiction between a commitment to establish a “National Home” for the Jews in Palestine and a pledge to protect Arab land rights there.

Although Ashbee ardently carried out his mission, he also had a rare gift of sensitivity, and was able to see how the indigenous population perceived the British presence. For example, writing about the transition from Ottoman to British rule, he observed, “They did not risk their lives to change masters.” Ashbee was also anti-imperialist, and in A Palestine Notebook he advocated the notion of commonwealth over empire. Unlike Storrs or Kendall, therefore, Ashbee questioned the basic assumptions of the British Mandate, and was fully aware of the complicated political situation and the national aspirations of both Jews and Palestinian Arabs. In his diary he also commented on the weakness of the British administration in Palestine. In his opinion, this weakness stemmed from the unjust nature of the British presence there and its support for Jewish colonization, a policy he opposed:

The Administration is in one of its recurrent states of nervous collapse. That is to say, being an essentially timid Administration, with an uneasy Protestant conscience, it is arming itself cap-a-pie and shaking as to its knees: route marches, demonstrations in the streets, displays of Indian soldiers, armoured cars, and all for the sake of the Mandate and this unhappy ‘Wu’d Balfour’ which we should be so much better without. . . . You cannot govern well or wisely except by consent. . . .

Ashbee’s criticism of the British presence in Palestine was not unique. Ambivalence about the necessity of the Mandate ran through British thinking of the period. Written in 1938, The Colonial Problem, for example, referred to “the common assumption that the A mandates were veiled protectorates destined to indefinite duration.” This “common assumption” has received frequent reinforcement in historical research, and the mandate system itself is often seen as a refinement of imperialistic doctrine to meet the needs of the time. In the mandate system, however, oversight by the League of Nations and emphasis on the eventual institution of self-government in the “entrusted” territories introduced different perceptions of foreign policy, and produced a deviation from colonial practices.

During the mandate system’s formative years, British foreign policy also underwent swift, yet profound changes. In the post-World War I years, growing nationalism and the assertion of the right to self-determination by indigenous populations in many colonized or occupied territories brought a re-examination of issues pertaining to Britain’s entire overseas empire. In the case of Palestine, which was indeed conceived of as a “veiled protectorate,” these changes led to criticism of the burdensome temporary rule almost as soon as it had begun. On the one hand, interest in keeping Palestine in British hands was first and foremost represented by the Prime Minister, David Lloyd George. However, there were others such as Maurice Hankey who favored United States trusteeship. Winston Churchill was also critical. In 1920 he wrote: “Palestine is costing us 6 millions a year to hold. The Zionist movement will cause continued friction with the Arabs. . . . The Palestine venture . . . will never yield any profit of a material kind.” The cost of an enduring British presence in the Middle East did much to sway public opinion.

Ashbee’s opposition to the Mandate in A Palestine Notebook shows how these dilemmas filtered through all echelons of the British administration. However, he did not allow his personal opinions or political ideals to enter into the Jerusalem books he edited for the Pro-Jerusalem Society. Instead, he emphasized the need for Western guidance in the specific field of town plan-
ning, seeing it as his mission to advise and direct the local population. This he did in an often condescending manner, in contrast to the more egalitarian tone of his diary.

Like his friend Patrick Geddes, Ashbee regarded town planning as an art that embraced all aspects of the physical and cultural space of living. He had formulated this conception in *Where the Great City Stands*, published 1917. That book contained a theory of modern town planning based on the ideals of the Arts and Crafts, Garden City, and City Beautiful Movements, along with other examples of modern town planning he had seen in the U.S. Ashbee was enthusiastic about implementing these ideals in Jerusalem, and his meticulously developed plan for the city appeared in *Jerusalem 1920–1922*. Among other things, it incorporated a “zoning system,” which had been absent from his predecessors’ plans, but which could be used to divide the city into functional areas of residence, industry, and business. Ashbee’s most direct model for this type of zoning was probably the 1916 zoning scheme for New York City, which he discussed in *Where the Great City Stands*.

In the Jerusalem plan Ashbee proposed several zones. A dotted area, referred to in the legend as “reserved for special treatment,” marks the Old City and the Valley of Siloam to the south. A red area to the east of the Old City and surrounding it marks “The Jerusalem Park System.” Industrial zones are marked as slanted lines on a red background, while business and residential zones appear as slanted lines on a white background (these are the more thinly drafted lines). An area to the south is marked “new military area.” As had the two plans that preceded it, Ashbee’s plan called for future development of the city to occur toward the west and north — and here also to the south of the Old City. In general, his scheme also expressed an ambitious project for modernizing Jerusalem. It was to include new roads, new water and energy supply systems, museums, galleries, centers for performing arts, schools, and more.

However, Ashbee’s plan for the modern city was most remarkable for what was absent: the historical division of the Old City and existing areas outside its walls into quarters or neighborhoods representing the three major religions and their many subcultures. Ashbee’s zones created the illusion (or perhaps the optimistic prediction) that these would eventually blend into a homogenous residential fabric. In effect, therefore, his plan was an embodiment of political policies during the Mandate’s early years, which attempted to merge the different sections of the city. This ideology prohibited the expression of religious segregation in urban planning, encouraging urban spatial flexibility instead. The shift from Ottoman to British regulations regarding land ownership further complicated the planning process. This proved extremely complex, and was aggravated by the fact that land ownership was a frequent cause of conflict between Jews and Palestinians. Confirming the presence of religious or sectarian boundaries on maps would have contradicted British attempts to solve these conflicts.

### DIVERGENCE FROM THE COLONIAL MODEL

One of the most notable characteristics of colonial cities — often seen, for example, in British colonial India and French colonial North Africa — was the physical separation of the indigenous population from the ruling elite. Among other things, this segregation led to the creation of “dual cities,” divided into “native” and “European” quarters.

Ashbee’s plan of 1922 is notable in its divergence from the colonial planning model in this regard. The presence of a foreign regime is indicated by the military zone in the southern part of the new city. But Ashbee does not refer to it in text accompanying the map (the presence of military force had also been conspicuously absent from the earlier plans by Mclean and Geddes, and from earlier plans by Ashbee, himself). More importantly, the map does not designate a British or European quarter. Instead, British presence is understated, intentionally diffused within the urban fabric — although in reality, the British did tend to concentrate in the southern neighborhood called the ‘Templers’ Colony.

There are other differences between Ashbee’s plan and typical colonial precedents. Furthermore, the park system surrounding the Old City was not intended to function as a *cordon sanitaire* or *esplanade*. In India, cities such as Allahabad and New Delhi incorporated greenbelts into their segregating schemes for reasons of health and security. And in Morocco, greenbelts around old cities were justified not only by reasons of health and security, but to “preserve” indigenous culture. In Ashbee’s scheme, the park system was intended to provide Jerusalem’s new modern spaces with open areas, or “lungs.” But, as originally suggested by Geddes, a park system would also frame the Old City and preserve it from the damaging effects of new development. And in this sense it also conformed to the colonial idea of assisting preservation — although in this case the need for preservation was defined in more historical and religious terms. This is not to say that Ashbee did not take an interest in preserving social and cultural forms, as can be seen in his concern for traditional crafts. But in annotations to his urban schemes this aspect was minimized. In addition, Ashbee was fully aware of the diversity of cultures in Jerusalem. Indeed, his views in this regard might best be compared to those of General Hubert Lyautey, who approached the subject of cultural preservation in Morocco based on an awareness of processes of change within indigenous cultures themselves.

The park system’s largest area was set out east of the Old City, in a way that integrated and thus preserved ancient Jewish and Muslim cemeteries. Ashbee designated this area around the walls as a public space enabling appreciation of the city’s “romantic beauty and grandeur.” He then planned the park system down to its smallest details, with the object of arousing emotional and religious sentiment. With the park encircling it, the Old City was symbolically set
in the center of future modern Jerusalem. Modernization of the Old City was thus all but prohibited so as to preserve the past and cultivate a picturesque mosaic of places of worship, Middle-Eastern architecture, and ancient archaeology.68

The difference between the use of zoning in plans for Mandate-era Jerusalem and in a typical colonial city can be seen by comparing Ashbee’s plan with a British plan for Kampala, dated 1919 (fig. 5).69 The zoning plan for the capital of Uganda, which became a British protectorate in 1888, is discussed in Henry Kendall’s *Town Planning in Uganda.*70 Kampala had initially developed as a dual city, Kampala-Mengo, with Europeans and Indians residing in Kampala, and Africans in Mengo.71 However, a major feature of the 1919 plan was the creation of a central greenbelt that would segregate European residential areas from the rest of the city.

On the plan, the projected European quarter appears as a large, diagonally shaded area in the upper part of the town, including the neighborhoods of Kololo and Nakasero. Its southern boundary dictates the shape of the greenbelt (which would include vegetation and a golf course for the amusement and health of the city’s European inhabitants). Also indicated is an Asian quarter, horizontally shaded southeast of the greenbelt. To the southwest, dark areas indicate Asian trading zone, and hatched areas a European one. Dotted areas designate “public open spaces.”

About this plan, Kendall wrote: “The principles of the general draft plan were discussed at length, especially as regards the future of the existing Indian bazaar and the position of the green belt zones separating the residential areas of the three principal races from each other and from the commercial or bazaar area.”72 Yet, although “three races” are mentioned in his text — Africans, Europeans and Indians — the 1919 zoning plan only appears to divide the city into European and Asian zones. Mengo, the major African urban center, located on the map south of the Kampala “Township Boundary,” is not characterized as an “African” zone or mentioned in the legend. Nevertheless, a wide “proposed public open space” (i.e., another greenbelt, or *cordon sanitaire*) is shown to separate Mengo from the commercial zones of Kampala. This lack of specificity is consistent with what Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch has noted to be a recurring phenomenon in African colonial urbanism: that the European town is recognized as the “true” urban space, while the African settlements (delineated as Kampala’s “environs” in Kendall’s book73) are perceived as uncontrolled development.74

The Kampala zoning plan thus recognizes two levels of racial segregation. The first is a stratification carried over from Imperial India.75 The second separates this already dual construction from the African population. The result is that the main cluster of African urban functions supposedly exists outside the town boundaries.

By contrast, Ashbee’s zoning plan for Jerusalem avoids recognition of any existing socio-cultural divisions. Residential, commercial and industrial zones are all shown as homogeneous spaces, undifferentiated by cultural or, as in the Kampala plan, racial characteristics. The situation in Jerusalem clearly presented several difficulties. One was that new neighborhoods outside the city walls had already formed in ways that replicated the diverse cultural mosaic of the Old City. Another was that centuries of multidenominational religious practices stemming

---

from various origins, including European ones, had created a population that largely defied the definitions of “indigenous” or “nonindigenous”/“European.” Among other things, this meant that any greenbelt or park system around the Old City would have to be a porous zone, and not one of segregation.

It should be noted here that Jerusalem was not unique in having preexisting patterns of ethnic and religious segregation. Various colonial cities in Asia and Africa evinced forms of cultural and social segregation prior to the arrival of Europeans. The colonial powers simply imposed a new level of segregation on top of this. But the case of Mandate-era Jerusalem differs from these cities in two respects. First, urban tensions and confrontations among Arabs and Jews resulted in spatial dilemmas with which planners deliberately chose not to contend. Second, the planners chose not to impose a colonial “dual-city” form of segregation on the existing layout of space.

Only one plan for a residential neighborhood appears in Jerusalem 1920–22 (Fig. 6). It is for a modern Jewish garden suburb designed by the Jewish architect and town planner Richard Kauffmann. The neighborhood, laid out according to Garden City principles, was later given the Hebrew name Rehavia. Curiously, Ashbee chooses not to refer to it as a Jewish neighborhood, and only mentions it by an Arab name, Janjiriah Garden City (spelled Janziriah on the plan), thus refraining once more from reference to sectarian divisions. Like other Garden City neighborhoods of the time, it comprises garden lots that surround houses whose location in relation to the street varies to avoid the appearance of excessive symmetry. Streets are generally laid out in relation to a main boulevard that traverses the neighborhood, but a strict grid is avoided, and a separate system of footpaths is provided to improve pedestrian movement.

It is further important that Ashbee never refers on his maps or in his book to the relation between neighborhood planning and local housing traditions. During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, traditional residential structures in Jerusalem consisted largely of the Palestinian-Arab hosh, or court-house, and the Jewish chatzer (court) — both based on similar principles. But Ashbee never refers to the close-knit fabric these apartments created, nor to the family nuclei around which they evolved. Nor does he mention extant early-twentieth-century neighborhoods in which dwellings had evolved beyond the traditional types. Nor does he elaborate on which Jewish, Christian or Muslim sects would reside in the proposed new Garden-City neighborhoods. Nevertheless, by incorporating “Janjiriah Garden City” into his book, Ashbee probably intended to show how a Jerusalem neighborhood could be representative of modern town planning. And as an advocate for Garden City ideas, he probably was also advocating such a model for the many neighborhoods of private dwellings constructed during the first decade of the British Mandate by Jews, Christian Arabs, and Muslim Arabs.


**COMMENORATION: HENRY KENDALL**

Henry Kendall was commissioned as Government Town Planner for Palestine in 1935 and served in this office until 1948. His urban schemes, discussed here as they appeared in his book Jerusalem: The City Plan, Preservation and Development during the British Mandate 1918–1948, are of great interest, since this publication summarized the process of Jerusalem’s urban development during the thirty years of the British Mandate. During the years that elapsed between Ashbee’s plans and those of Kendall, other important plans were issued. One of the most notable of these was by Clifford Holliday, which was approved in 1930 as the first statutory plan for the city.

Kendall’s book presents his own contribution, a new plan for Jerusalem devised in 1944. A large and lavishly illustrated section is also dedicated to describing the Old City, its history, and British preservation and restoration projects. Finally, the book illustrates the official buildings constructed by the British in Jerusalem during the Mandate. Clearly, the purpose of publishing this volume on the eve of British withdrawal from Palestine was to bequeath for posterity an official record of Britain’s role in preserving and developing Jerusalem. Indeed, the last High Commissioner for Palestine, Sir Alan Gordon Cunningham, presented this volume as a commemoration “of the efforts made to conserve the old while adding the new in keeping with it, of the process of marrying modern progress with treasured antiquity.”

The last ten years of the British Mandate were violent times in Palestine. Both Zionist and Arab nationalism became more defined and extreme, leading to frequent and severe clashes. The British attempted to use force to restrain this violence, while also seeking diplomatic solutions to its underlying sources. The progress of World War II further complicated British policies in the Middle East, and in Palestine in particular. And as
time went on, it became evident the Mandate would not become a permanent arrangement. Misgivings regarding it were underscored by disputes within the British government itself.86

During these years, several proposals for a partition of Palestine into Jewish and Palestinian states were put forth by the British, all of which were rejected by one or both sides. Interestingly enough, none of these relinquished Jerusalem to either party. And even though by the end of World War II this particular “A” mandate occupied more than a fair share of the energies of an exhausted empire, the third and final British proposal, in 1946, still left Jerusalem in British hands.87 The fourth partition proposal, submitted by the United Nations in 1947, retained Jerusalem as an international enclave.88

Although the plans and ordinances contained in Kendall’s book outlined a course of development for many years to come, and although the official British architecture displayed in it was anything but temporary, Kendall’s attitude toward the city’s future was cautious:

. . . this publication is . . . more of an expression of the various plans and schemes that have been prepared and are in force, rather than a civic survey with recommendations for the development of a master plan. Too much has been heard in recent times of ambitious plans that have been abandoned almost as soon as they have been launched. The development of the modern town of Jerusalem is bound up with its political future, and that is a matter for the attention of the United Nations.89

Kendall’s urban scheme for Jerusalem included several maps, some of which documented Jerusalem’s layout at that time and some of which, as noted above, contained plans for future development. But Kendall’s development schemes were characterized by numerous ambiguities. Among other things, they were disassociated from each other and lacked elaboration and clarification in the text. Delineated in 1944, they above all expressed the tumultuous period during which they were made. As in Ashbee’s earlier plan, this uncertainty about Jerusalem’s future was embodied in Kendall’s lack of methods for coping with urban realities.

Among other trends during the Mandate period (and with the encouragement of British officials), the area outside the Old City walls had undergone a process of accelerated growth and modernization, including massive infrastructure development. Kendall’s 1944 zoning plan shows that the city had generally developed according to earlier directives (fig. 7). Residences and business had been built toward the west, north and south; and the park system, which Kendall terms a “nature reserve,” had developed toward the east — although the city’s rapid growth entailed a significant reduction in its size. Similarly, as Ashbee had intended, the park system had been used to frame the Old City and protect it from new development (but not to segregate its residents from the rest of the city).

Similar to Geddes’ 1918 scheme, Kendall’s 1944 plan includes a modern road system, with a beltway surrounding the city. The plan also allocates a much larger area for industry, although, like his predecessors, Kendall commented that “Jerusalem is unsuited for heavy industries. . . . Such a development would conflict seriously with its more important cultural and religious aspects.”90 Despite more than twenty years having gone by since Ashbee’s plan, emphasis was still placed primarily on the city’s spiritual surplus. Preservation areas, identified in the legend as “Archaeological Zones,” also appear on the 1944 zoning map. However, as dashed black
frames, one often can only guess where they are. Most are also layered over residential zones, so that it is unclear how they would be excavated, or how neighborhoods would continue to exist if they were.92

When attempting to analyze the allocation of residential zones, the obscurities in Kendall’s 1944 plan are further perplexing. The legend divides residential zones into areas A–F on the basis of the size of the individual dwellings in each zone.93 Two ideas may be instructive here. First, as did Ashbee, Kendall proposes garden suburbs for outlying areas — although these would include modern apartment blocks, not just private villas.94 Second, his plan, like his predecessor’s, displays considerable insensitivity toward indigenous patterns of housing.95 Kendall justifies severe limitations on sor’s, displays considerable insensitivity toward indigenous and restrictive control of development.”96

blamed him for adopting an outdated plan with “regulatory restrictive even by his contemporary, Clifford Holliday, who regulations into a town plan ordinance, which was viewed as large families. In the end, Kendall integrated such housing of most families in Jerusalem.”97 He dismisses the possibility of larger homes for the wealthy, and he ignores the fact that traditional or orthodox Arabs and Jews often had very large families. In the end, Kendall integrated such housing regulations into a town plan ordinance, which was viewed as restrictive even by his contemporary, Clifford Holliday, who blamed him for adopting an outdated plan with “regulatory and restrictive control of development.”98

In a critique of Le Corbusier’s Plan Obus for Algiers, created during the 1930s and early 1940s, Michele Lamprakos discussed how that plan’s modern housing dismissed the relation of traditional Muslim dwelling form to such suprafamilial institutions as the extended family and clan.99 She argued that in the colonial city, planners often viewed such traditional patterns as a hindrance to the development of a capitalist economy.100 Kendall’s emphasis on modern housing, coupled with his use of dwelling size as a criterion for zoning subdivision, is consistent with such a view. Indeed, his zoning plan may have been indicative of a desire to introduce modern criteria, based on the structures of a capitalist economy, to Jerusalem.

The effect of this dismissal of the city’s existing socio-cultural structure is only accentuated by the use of a confusing color scheme. In most sections of the 1944 zoning map it is impossible to make a connection between the colors in the legend, which in some cases are framed or striped, and the colors of the map itself. Thus, it is unclear which neighborhoods and roads are extant and which are proposed for future development. In addition, several of the residential areas appear to overlap open-space zones.

Holliday sharply criticized this graphic ambiguity in a review of Kendall’s book in 1948. It may have been, as Holliday put it, that this was the result of “faulty reproduction.”99 But I would like to suggest that the incoherence was at least partially intentional. In the 1944 plan, no “Residential Zone” is mentioned by name, making its division into religious and sectarian neighborhoods invisible. The legend does mention “Old City,” “Silwan,” and “Et Tur” next to a bluish square, but no reason is given for singling them out. Quite simply, no zoning plan which ignored the basic division of a city such as Jerusalem into neighborhoods could ever convey the reality of its existing urban fabric, let alone project its future. And since Palestinian Arabs and Jews contested many areas of the city, Kendall may also have been attempting to avoid any political statement that could be construed as allocating territory for future development by one group or another.

Another key feature of Kendall’s plan was its refusal to identify a “British” or “European” neighborhood. The reality here was that during the last years of the Mandate — even more than during Ashbee’s time — such an explicit declaration of foreign presence would only have injured British attempts to resolve the conflict between Arabs and Jews, and undercut Britain’s image as a mediator not just in the eyes of the local population, but in the eyes of the world. The omission of the British presence from the maps also accentuated Kendall’s hope that his book would be seen as a commemoration of Britain’s trusteeship, not a statement of continuing ownership of the city.

Despite his decision to leave racial and religious divisions off the main zoning map, Kendall’s book does include another map entitled “Distribution of the Population” (fig.8). This indicates areas populated by Jews, Christians and Muslims, with blue indicating areas of Jewish population; green, Muslim; and purple, Christian. But the map does not address subdivision by sect, nor does it indicate areas co-populated by two or more groups. And the map’s fluid blocks of color are rendered even less legible by such additional designations as “overcrowded areas,” “commercial,” and “industrial” zones. Moreover, Kendall makes no attempt to connect the information on the general zoning scheme to this second map, and so project patterns of development which might reflect the existing religious divisions in the city.

Another map, describing “Grouping of Neighborhood Units” also seems surreal today (fig.9). Clearly, this is an application of contemporary British planning theories, according to which cellular neighborhoods, each containing a primary school and shops, are joined together by zoning hierarchies and roads to form a town.100 In Kendall’s map, however, biomorphic shapes in dark brown and beige, representing neighborhoods, float freely among the main roads of the city. The dark-brown forms indicate “existing quarters”; the beige halos surrounding them are their extensions; and earth-brown forms indicate future neighborhoods. True to the theoretical British model, the nucleus of each Jerusalem neighborhood contains a school (indicated by a red dot) and shops (indicated by a blue dot). However, they are devoid of such basic Middle Eastern facilities as places of worship (be they mosques, synagogues or churches) and public baths, the hamaam or the mikveh. By omitting these cultural or religious signifiers, Kendall again avoids committing his neighborhoods to one group or the other. By contrast, Albert Laprade integrated such places as public baths, Q’uranic...
schools, mosques, and neighborhood ovens into his plans for new neighborhoods in Casablanca. The map in Figure 9 thus also dismisses the sectarian urban neighborhoods, and it too creates the illusion of a unified urban space.

Set among the numerous photographs and illustrations of Jerusalem that filled the rest of his book, Kendall’s urban plans attempted to erase the fundamental ethnic, religious and cultural characteristics of the city. In their place at the end of the Mandate era they stressed the potential of unencumbered modern development.

**DEFINING ARCHITECTURAL STYLE**

Significant portions of Ashbee’s and Kendall’s books were also dedicated to defining an appropriate architectural style for the planned new sections of Jerusalem. In determining this style, they turned to the ancient edifices and “Oriental” urban setting of the Old City as a source of inspiration. Recognition of the Old City as a model for new architecture provided additional impetus for its preservation. Both in relation to preservation and the definition of a new
style, Ashbee’s and Kendall’s attitudes were similar to the approach commonly adopted in colonial cities.

During the early years of the Mandate, preservation of the Old City was directed by the Pro-Jerusalem Society. The romantic, Orientalizing conception held by its officers was well expressed in Ashbee’s opening remarks in Jerusalem 1918–1920:

The [Pro-Jerusalem] Society’s objective has been to regard the old city as a unity in itself, contained within its wall circuit, dominated by its great castle with the five towers, and intersected with its vaulted streets and arcades, the houses often locked one over the other . . . ‘Zion is a city compact together’. It is this compactness or unity, so characteristic of Jerusalem, that the Society has set itself to preserve.”

The Old City thus became subject to British intervention, so that Western approaches and concepts of urban preservation dictated architectural practices. British decisions pertaining to the urban fabric also had distinct political purposes, the first of which was to delegitimize the recent era of Ottoman rule.

British officials sifted through the grains of history, preserving first and foremost their own romanticized notion of Jerusalem. Thus, ancient Israelite, Roman, Muslim and Crusader remains and monuments were valued as treasures. So were Ottoman monuments from the age of Sultan Süleyman the Magnificent. Archaeologists and historians who collaborated in the production of Ashbee’s volumes and Kendall’s volumes served on the owners of these properties giving them ample time to find alternative accommodation. Expropriation proceedings were commenced and after a period of some months the buildings were demolished and owners compensated.

In sharp contrast, more recent projects of the Ottoman period were systematically devalued. And the erasure of physical evidence from this later period of Ottoman rule was justified by a constant debasement of the Turks. Thus, ancient Israelite, Roman, Muslim and Crusader remains and monuments were valued as treasures. So were Ottoman monuments from the age of Sultan Süleyman the Magnificent. Archaeologists and historians who collaborated in the production of Ashbee’s volumes marveled at sites attributed to these epochs, and their preservation was discussed in detail. Henry Kendall also repeatedly expressed admiration for these eras.

In sharp contrast, more recent projects of the Ottoman period were systematically devalued. And the erasure of physical evidence from this later period of Ottoman rule was justified by a constant debasement of the Turks. Thus, an article in the London Times on February 5, 1919, hailing new British schemes for Jerusalem and apparently written by Ashbee, contained the following:

*With the collaboration of the local authority notices were served on the owners of these properties giving them ample time to find alternative accommodation. Expropriation proceedings were commenced and after a period of some months the buildings were demolished and owners compensated.*

In a section of his book dealing with urban traffic flow, Kendall also provided the following description of the western entrance to Jerusalem: “the Jaffa road straggles through a partly built-up locality and provides frontage to some buildings which fall within a reconstruction area and which are ripe for demolition [my emphasis].” Here, too, he pointed out, “it is hoped that the local authorities will achieve in collaboration with competent persons a more satisfactory type of architectural expression for buildings . . .”

Kendall’s dominating expressions can today be perceived as colonial, yet he also stressed the advantages of collaborating with “local authorities.” Although the identity of these “authorities” was not revealed, he was most likely referring to Jerusalem’s semi-autonomous municipal administration.

This again reflected the terms of the Mandate, which required that Britain foster a new tradition of autonomy and self-governance among the local population. Yet while the local authorities were to be consulted, Kendall showed no interest in considering the views of local inhabitants. Ashbee also wrote, in a manner consistent with colonial discourse, about how the local population could be enlisted to clean up “Turkish” debris

In actuality, the Ottoman administration had introduced many improvements to Jerusalem toward the end of the nineteenth century. Yet despite these improvements, the British still faced many serious problems, and they used these sites of disrepair to strengthen their claim to the city.

Both Ashbee’s Jerusalem volumes and Kendall’s Jerusalem: The City Plan contain numerous comments similar to those in the Times article. A recurring theme was hygiene, or rather the lack of it. Claims of inferior hygiene and sanitation in colonized lands were routinely used as justification for their possession by European powers. And in the case of Palestine, both Ashbee and Kendall used this theme to delegitimize the land’s former rulers. Generally, in the colonial setting, the “native city” was seen as a site of “picturesque” architecture, erratic traffic flow, and filth.

However, instead of using this discourse of debasement to establish the superiority of the “European” city, Ashbee and Kendall used it to deplore their predecessors’ negligence. Ashbee, in particular, discussed the need to clean up the refuse left by the Turks. And both he and Kendall emphasized what they perceived to be the Turks’ lack of regard for the archaeological significance of the city walls. Thus, Kendall also reported that “Prior to the arrival of the British the condition of the buildings generally in the Old City was appalling.”

Perhaps the most symbolic act of erasure concerning the period of Ottoman rule was the demolition of an ornate clock-tower and its adjacent sebil, referred to by Kendall as “unsightly,” and by Ashbee as “hideous.” These edifices had been erected in 1901 near the Jaffa Gate in commemoration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the rule of Sultan ‘Abd al-Hamid II. They were dismantled in 1924, despite public protest.

Kendall also referred to “clearing of the unsightly shops in the vicinity of the Damascus Gate.” And in this case he related the process by which such a demolition might legitimately occur:

*It is difficult to imagine a sharper contrast between the Jerusalem of man’s imagination, whether he thinks of it in terms of Mahomed’s vision and ascent to Heaven, of Solomon’s grandeur, or of Christ’s Sermon on the Mount, and the actual Jerusalem left us by the Turk. This latter concrete Jerusalem is a picturesque but filthy medieval town, with sprawling suburbs; ill timbered, unwatered, with roads inconvenient and leading nowhere . . .”*
and implement archaeological reconstruction. Contended by the prospect of enforced cooperation, he also observed that “Work with the hands . . . keeps men from empty political speculation.” In general, the British approached the conservation and development of Jerusalem in a manner similar to that of French colonial authorities in the cities of the Maghreb. For example, the French singled out the medina of Rabat and the casbah of Algiers for preservation because of their picturesque Oriental fabric. Yet in both cities, as in Jerusalem, preservation also carried a clear agenda of domination, and was characterized by similar modes of justification in colonial texts. Despite this similarity, the objective of protecting Jerusalem’s religious functions made it distinct from the French case. The most important principle in Jerusalem was to allow all three religions to continue to observe important rituals at their holy sites. For this reason, the preservation of Jerusalem could not include the confinement of the indigenous population to the Old City — as was the case, for example, in Rabat. It should be reiterated that in Jerusalem, the population within the Old City included both indigenous and immigrant inhabitants of European, Middle Eastern, and various other origins, and that these inhabitants had already begun to settle outside the city walls, replicating their old groupings in new spaces.

Another important goal of preservation was to maintain the buildings of the Old City as a source for an “appropriate” architectural style for modern Jerusalem. This new style was to be in keeping with the domes, flat roofs, arches, and stone masonry admiringly displayed through photographs in both Ashbee’s and Kendall’s books (fig. 10). Once again, this approach bears similarity to the situation in French Morocco, where colonial planners used stylistic elements from the Moroccan vernacular to define an appropriate style for new development.

In Jerusalem, the architecture of the Old City was perceived as constant and unsusceptible to change and development. The only “threat” came from outside in the form of “foreign” or European architecture, which was to be avoided as much as possible. Ashbee, in particular, viewed the invasion of European architecture as not just a problem of style, but also of technique and materials. Thus, building regulations placing restrictions on style and allowing the use of local stone only were developed into a doctrine, and eventually implemented in the modern city as well. In this way, the building traditions of Jerusalem’s inhabitants were turned into law. But, as perceptively cited in the 1938 treatise The Colonial Problem:

Custom belongs to the community itself, but to remove from the community the right of interpretation and of transformation is an act of violence more serious, though less visible, than the confiscation of arable land or of forest. Now, as soon as custom is written down, formulated in legislation, and invested by the European Power with its omniscient authority, it is applied, no doubt, to the native community as a caning may be applied, but it no longer belongs to the community.

Custom belongs to the community itself, but to remove from the community the right of interpretation and of transformation is an act of violence more serious, though less visible, than the confiscation of arable land or of forest. Now, as soon as custom is written down, formulated in legislation, and invested by the European Power with its omniscient authority, it is applied, no doubt, to the native community as a caning may be applied, but it no longer belongs to the community.

In Jerusalem, the British Mandate authorities took upon themselves this exact annexation of style and its definition. Ashbee’s plan for the rearrangement and remodeling of an area outside the Jaffa Gate is an excellent example of this approach. He proposed replacing new European-style structures there with buildings featuring a series of white domes and arches (fig. 11). Pre-Mandate-era buildings were also designated for demolition, so that the remaking of the area would include a process of historic erasure. However, Ashbee did not accompany this proposal with detailed architectural plans, and so his concern seems to have been mostly with the aesthetic interplay of facades. In a sketch, Ashbee also reproduced the figures appearing in the photograph, emphasizing their traditional clothing, so as to convey an Oriental atmosphere. In the texts for the Jerusalem Society books, picturesque and Oriental details are not abundant, but in photographs and architectural schemes in the books, Ashbee routinely incorporated robed figures driving camels and donkeys, or carrying baskets.

Kendall’s Jerusalem: The City Plan also showed the local population in a manner that perpetuated Oriental conventions. And like Ashbee, Kendall put forth several suggestions for “Oriental” facades and landscaping, while his book’s illustrations and plans were also often dotted with “Oriental” figures. This can be seen, for example, in a model prepared for a reconstruction of the Damascus Gate, where a robed figure leading a camel and a figure riding a donkey ascend toward the ramp (fig. 12).
In respect to architectural preservation and the definition of style, then, both of Ashbee’s Jerusalem books and Kendall’s Jerusalem: The City Plan took an approach that largely mimicked prevailing colonial attitudes. This approach seems to contradict the character of the urban development schemes presented in the books, further accentuating the sense of ambivalence regarding the British position in the city.

THE IMAGE OF COEXISTENCE

Since Jerusalem never became the capital of a British colony, one cannot speak of an expression of colonialism or a process of decolonization in its urban plans. However, certain characteristics of these processes can be noted, which constituted a renegotiation of the urban space. First, colonialist attitudes dehistoricized and petrified the Old City, while attempting to erase marks of the Ottoman regime and introduce new urban policies. Indeed, preservation of the Old City was used as propaganda to justify British rule. One can almost hear the slogan “nobody does it better” echoing through British Mandate-era writing. Second, the Old City’s architectural traditions were
extracted by both Ashbee and Kendall, and used to designate an appropriate architectural style for new buildings. New architectural schemes were not presented in detail in Ashbee’s or Kendall’s publications, but it is clear that neighborhood planning did not take into account local cultural practices and traditional dwellings. Third, planning policies for Jerusalem displayed certain aspects of a decolonization process, in as much as they expressed a city seemingly belonging to its native inhabitants, who were to fulfill certain administrative functions, and who were encouraged to collaborate with the British authorities. Yet despite these similarities to other colonial cities, the planning of Jerusalem differed remarkably from the colonial model. Although the Old City was separated by a greenbelt from the new city, as often seen in colonial cities, the purpose was not to segregate, but to create a “spiritual” zone. In addition, the tendency of the population to segregate along cultural-religious lines, both within the Old City and the newer areas outside its walls, was ignored in both Ashbee’s and Kendall’s plans. This was done even though both men clearly recognized the presence of the three monotheistic religions as essential to the city’s character. Moreover, the presence of the British as a ruling power was virtually nonexistent on planning maps. Hence, the colonial phenomenon of imposed segregation between “European” and “indigenous” populations did not manifest itself in schemes for Jerusalem’s urban development. Nevertheless, accompanying texts often expressed this sense of authority through rhetorical devices common to discourses of colonial alterity.

It would be an oversimplification to attempt to explain these differences between Jerusalem and other colonial cities solely on the basis of Jerusalem’s unique hybridity. It is instead necessary to examine the mandatory situation, which was different from the colonial one. Considering this context, it is possible to see that the urban plans discussed here express an ambivalence that stemmed from the very uncertainty of the British trusteeship and a resultant vagueness toward the future of the city. Indeed, the blurring of Jerusalem’s sociocultural realities in all the plans discussed here is evidence of a persisting atmosphere of temporality and political instability, which was at times voiced by British officials regarding the Mandate. In particular, the British schemes expressed the necessity of manifesting control while at the same time acknowledging the growing right of both Jews and Arabs to assert their own national identities. Thus, on an urban level, the schemes were shaped by the need to camouflage an emerging conflict, which evolved from the aspirations of cultures and subcultures to define their urban space in the same geographical zone.

In support of this effort to maintain the image of successful urban custodianship, Ashbee’s and Kendall’s rhetoric refrains from discussing conflicts within the city, since discussions of this nature would have adversely reflected on the Mandate’s success. Rather, the texts reiterate Jerusalem’s importance to the British and their will to maintain its guardianship. British dedication to the city is further commemorated by the books’ emphasis on those portions of the plans that were actually carried out during the Mandate years, such as government building projects and conservation operations in the Old City.

Although British presence is consistently muted in these maps, the act of prescribing new town plans was in itself a reification of political and cultural authority. By reproducing the urban space for its inhabitants British administrators created a “cartography of hegemony.” In other words, they conveyed the power of their Mandate supremacy through a graphic enunciation of Jerusalem’s urban space. In this process the cartography that delineated Mandate-era plans for Jerusalem constructed an illusionary space of coexistence, and created the image of Britain as a neutral mediator, striving for a peaceful city and a unified urban plan. The Old City was at the center of this cartography, its historical narratives serving not as a reminder of the complexities of its multicultural space but as a symbol of a coveted peaceful coexistence. The modern Western town plan that was imposed on the city, with its parks, highways, and garden neighborhoods, did not just convey the message that modernity can cross social and cultural barriers, it also disguised those barriers. The modern schemes also emphasized the need for the presence of a guiding Western entity capable of their implementation. In the absence of direct colonial rule, the imperative of modernization provided justification for the presence of the mandatory power.

The ambiguities in the maps are thus better understood in the context of the broader historical conditions, exposing the diverse voices of British administrators, planners and politicians. In this article, the different perspectives among British planners are discussed as well as the ambivalent British approach to the mandate system. These different approaches reemphasize the need, as King has pointed out, to avoid generalizations not only when discussing the indigenous inhabitants of a city (in his case the “colonized” of a colonial city), but also the agents of a ruling power. In the case of Mandatory Palestine, these were the administrators who formulated British policies and created the urban plans for Jerusalem. Hence, Jerusalem’s urban schemes acquired unique characteristics. They were shaped by a distinct mode of rule in relation to a renegotiation of cultural and political realities, which resulted in their deviation from more typical colonial urban planning. It is because of these distinctions that I have suggested that these be viewed as mandatory, and not colonial, urban schemes.

A report of the League of Nations Research Committee regarding the Palestine Mandate, dated June 1930, ends its review with the conclusion that, “The Palestine Mandate represents one of the great political and social experiments of history.” In many ways, this is also true for the urban development schemes for Jerusalem, which can be seen as experiments, characterized by an ambiguity that reflected neither the city’s cultural realities nor the Jewish-Arab conflict and Britain’s role in it. Rather than reiterating Jerusalem’s tormented existence during the Mandate era, these plans inscribed, on the Holy City’s hilly topography, both a perception of its past and a hope for a peaceful future.
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